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Andrew Schorr: 
Andrew Schorr here with Pat Clune from the Austin area, and we’ve been talking—you are a retired lieutenant colonel 
from the Air Force.  
 
Pat Clune:                  
That’s correct. 
 
Andrew Schorr:        
You were in Vietnam.  
 
Pat Clune:                  
Yes. 
 
Andrew Schorr:        
So, for our military veterans who, maybe, were in Vietnam and have CLL, what do you want to tell them?  
 
Pat Clune:                  
Well, for any vet that was in Vietnam, they should go to the VA and get a screening for any kind of diseases that they 
might’ve picked up over there. And for me, as soon as I found out, then I went back to the VA, because I’d had the screening 
ahead of time, so I was in the database. And after you go through the paperwork—it takes a while. Nothing is quick in the 
government. Then, I received 100 percent disability, and that, with my retirement, is nice. I would rather not have it, to be 
perfectly honest, but it was determined that it was part of Agent Orange, and there was a defoliant that they used.  
So, anybody who’s been there or was offshore on a boat, the ships—the Navy guys—there’s a whole long list of people who 
are eligible, and all you have to do is go to VA and ask for Agent Orange screening, and then you’re in the database. And 
then, if something pops up, then you’re automatically 100 percent disability. There’s no levels of disability for CLL. It’s 
either on or off. 
 
Andrew Schorr:        
Uh-huh, and that could apply to other cancers as well. 
 
Pat Clune:                  
Oh, yes, yes, yes. I’m sure because there’s a whole long list of them. This is the one that I’m interested in. 
 
Andrew Schorr:        



Well, what I want to say to our audience and to retired Lieutenant Colonel Pat Clune is, thank you for your service, but 
also, if there are government programs that you have a right to participate in… 
 
Pat Clune:                  
Absolutely.  
 
Andrew Schorr:        
…you need to speak up, and that’s the point. 
 
Pat Clune:                  
Absolutely, yep. It never hurts to ask, because the worst they can say is no.  
 
Andrew Schorr:        
Right, okay. Thank you and all the best to you, Pat. 
 
Pat Clune:                  
Thank you, sir.  
 
Andrew Schorr:        
Okay, Andrew Schorr with Path Clune here in Austin. And for our military veterans, make sure you get the care and the 
support and the backing and the benefit that you deserve. Remember, knowledge can be the best medicine of all. 
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